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Our ESG team equips clients with a
comprehensive strategy to improve
performance across all ESG metrics. 
We’ll identify the most efficient and 
cost-effective strategy for meeting your
timeline and achieving your goals.

EBI Consulting and
ESG: Creating a More
Sustainable Future

Maximize your ESG goals with EBI

BENCHMARK
We evaluate your goals and stakeholders to
identify the appropriate framework(s) for
your organization. EBI draws on these
frameworks to analyze your company’s
current ESG performance and help you
begin the reporting journey. 

IMPROVE
With a plan in place, EBI advises you each step
of the way. We not only identify your best
paths for improvement, but also drive progress
by leveraging our 30+ years of experience 
and comprehensive suite of services across
your organization.

Still have questions about ESG?
Ask our experts to see how EBI
can help you.

Want to learn more? 
Reach out to ESG Program
Manager, Will Duggan.
wduggan@ebiconsulting.com
(978) 994-4193

Building Efficiency
Energy Auditing & Modeling
Energy & Water Benchmarking
Commissioning/
Retro-Commissioning
MEP Assessments
Carbon Footprint Analysis
Water & Waste Management

 

Tenant Health & Well-Being
Industrial Hygiene Services
Hazardous Materials 
Testing & Abatement
Indoor Air Quality Assessments
Indoor Environmental 
Quality Assessments
Air & Water Permitting

Building Certifications 
LEED Certification
Energy Star Certification
WELL Certification
and more!

ESG Policy & Strategy
Net-Zero Carbon Strategy
Municipal Energy Compliance
Environmental Management Systems
Compliance and EH&S Policy
Climate Change Risk Assessments 
 Transition Risk Assessments

EBI’s ESG Services
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REPORT
Build trust with your stakeholders and
commit to improving the operational
efficiency of your company by reporting on
your ESG performance, setting goals, and
meeting them year over year. Your success
promotes investment, demonstrates your
contribution to employee wellbeing and the
health of the environment, and helps create
long-term growth.

ESG provides stakeholders insight into a company’s impact on the
environment, their communities, and the standards used to manage
and improve their business practices. But where do you start?


